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you think I have misrepresented anything Thanks, Andrew]
In MCP [ref], a test mast is erected at the target
site, and wind speed and direction are
measured over a short period of time (six
months to a year). Since this period is too short
to make reliable decisions, the measurements
are
correlated
with
contemporaneous
measurements from a nearby reference site
(meteorological office data). A predictive model
that
takes as input reference site
measurements, and outputs estimated target
site values, is built.
By applying the predictive model to historical
data from the reference site, a prediction can be
made of long term wind energy yield at the
target site.
Typically, full time-series data is not obtained
for the entire historical period, as this is
financially costly. Instead, a two dimensional
histogram is purchased characterizing the
distribution of wind speed and direction at the
reference site. The predictive model is then
used to map the histogram from reference to
target site by transforming the key points
(corners of histogram columns) to the target
site, and re-binning. Finally, expected energy
yield is calculated by applying turbine power
generation curves to the expected wind
distribution figures.
The key issue in MCP is therefore to design the
predictive model. We are primarily interested in
estimating wind speed.
A simple linear model, taking reference wind
speed and direction as inputs is not
appropriate, as the wind direction has a
strongly non-linear relationship with the wind
speed at the target site. In contrast, given a
certain wind direction, the relationship between
wind speed at the two sites is close to linear.
Consequently, the standard MCP technique

Abstract
We have investigated the feasibility of using
neural networks to make predictions of long
term energy yield at a potential wind farm site.
This paper considers the effectiveness of
neural networks in predicting wind speed at a
target site from wind speed and direction
measurements at a reference site. The
technique is compared with the standard
Measure Correlate Predict (MCP) algorithm
used in the wind energy industry.
Improvements of predictive accuracy in the
region of 5%-12% can be achieved. Best results
are obtained using multilayer perceptron
networks with a large number of hidden units,
with extensive Quasi-Newton (BFGS) training.
Experiments have been conducted using
contemporaneous measurements, and time
shifted wind speed (previous and next hour) as
inputs. Performance is consistently improved
by using time-shifted inputs. However, the
improvement in performance has to be offset
against the financial penalty incurred in
purchasing time series data for input.

Introduction
In recent years, naturally occurring renewable
sources of energy (wind, tidal, geo-thermal)
have been increasingly mooted as supplements
or alternatives to fossil fuels.
However
because such energy sources are dependant
upon a complex interaction of geographical and
physical factors, locating an area which can
generate a sufficiently high long term energy
yield to be commercially viable is an essential
requirement. In the wind energy field, a prime
consideration is to find a wind farm site with a
consistently high long-term wind speed. The
most popular technique used for wind speed
determination is the “Measure Correlate
Predict” (MCP) algorithm.
[Matt, Jeremy - could you insert a brief
overview of alternative techniques here, and
maybe also update the stuff on MCP here if
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sectors the data by reference wind direction,
and then applies a separate univariate linear
model mapping reference wind speed to target
wind speed within each sector.
The overall MCP process is summarized in
figure 1 below:
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Results of experiments
Our experiments established very quickly
that all architectures used other than
multilayer perceptrons, performed poorly
compared to the measure correlate predict
algorithm. Consequently only the results
from the Multilayer perceptron experiments
are presented in this paper.
We implemented a sectored linear model as
a benchmark, and then experimented with a
range of neural networks with different sets
of input variables. The input variables used
were:
Wind direction and speed;
Wind direction, and speed at t?1, t and t+1.
Wind direction, single input speed
smoothed over the range t-1, t, t+1.
Two input trigonometric representation,
s.sin(?), s.cos(?).
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The major experiments, reported below,
used the two input, and four input with
lagged wind speed models. Experiments
indicated that a substantial number of
neurons are needed in the hidden layer, and
consequently that a long period of
optimisation is required. We increased the
number of hidden layer neurons iteratively
in steps of 30, stopping once error levels
deteriorated. Network performance was
assessed by the Pearson-R correlation
between the predicted and expected target
site wind speeds, using an independent test
set not deployed in training. We
experimented with a variety of training
algorithms.
Optimum performance was
achieved via the use a combination of a
short burst of back-propagation [11] (20
epochs) followed by a large number of
iterations (2000-3000) of Quasi-Newton
BFGS [12]. Alternative algorithms such as
Conjugate Gradient Descent did not have
acceptable performance.
Experiments were conducted on seven data
sets , reflecting different wind conditions in
a variety of European locations. The results
are summarised in table 1.

Figure 1: - Diagrammatic representation of
MCP technique
Disadvantages of this technique include:
the reduced volume of data available to
optimise each linear model (on average one
twelfth of the total data, but some sectors
may have much less); and the discretization
of a continuous variable which may lead to
inferior performance (i.e. when the wind
direction is close to the boundary of two
sectors, performance may suffer by
arbitrarily assigning to one sector).

Overview of Measure Correlate
Predict techniques
(We need an literature overview (v. brief) of
previous MCP techniques. I would suggest
that Jeremy or Matt provide this.)

Architectures used
We have tested several different neural
network architectures on this problem,
specifically:
?

Generalised regression networks [7]
Probabilistic neural networks [8]
Multi layer perceptrons [9]

Radial basis function networks [6].
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purchase full Time Series data for the entire
period, whereas the standard two-input model
can be applied to a summary histogram, and full
Time Series data is substantially more
expensive than a histogram. For practical
application, therefore, we would need to assess
carefully the expected reduction in ris k (and its
financial consequences) versus the cost of
purchasing the data.
One apparent problem with the technique we
have used is the treatment of wind direction,
which enters the model as a single input
variable (normalised to the range [0,1]). The
extremes are close together in angle, with 0o
and 360o equal, which suggests that angle
should be treated specially. We therefore also
experimented with a trigonometric reformulation
of the input variables, where the components
s.sin(?) and s.cos(?) are used as inputs .
However, this model proved to have inferior
performance to the standard two-input
approach, and so was abandoned.
Of particular interest is the number of neurons
required to carry out the modeling of the
response surface. Wind data sets six and
seven require 150 hidden neurons, whilst wind
data set three required 300. Training times
varied from 30 minutes up to seven hours. This
depended upon the number of neurons in the
middle layer, and the type of data set being
processed (i.e. degree of non-linearity).
The number of neurons required for the
solution of this problem is quite exceptional,
and unprecedented in our experience. We
consider the reason for this is the degree of
linearity (or otherwise) in the problem domain.
In some cases our data sets are quite close to
linear, and counter-intuitively this appears to
require a large number of neurons to model the
surface, as some quite small perturbations in
the surface are required. In contrast, the data
sets that are more non-linear require less
neurons in the hidden layer.

80%
15%
86%
96%
97%

Table 1: - Best neural networks, showing
number of inputs and hidden neurons
In all cases, the neural network approach works
at least as well as MCP, and in some cases
considerably better. This seems at first a little
surprising, as the data for a particular wind
direction sector appears very close to linearly
distributed, until one realises that the nonlinear relationship with wind direction is
exploited by the neural network, which models
a continuous surface, whereas the MCP
technique quantizes wind direction and is
therefore more prone to make errors at
directions close to the boundaries between
sectors.
Another key finding was that including lagged
variables usually imp roves performance, with
the four input models performing best on six of
the seven data sets. One possible explanation
for this could be that the wind speed is noisy,
and some smoothing is therefore helpful. To
test this theory, we also evaluated a two input
model using a time-smo othed reference speed
as input. This model performed no better than
the standard two input version. We therefore
conclude that the inclusion of lagged variables
conveys some additional information. X [ref]
has shown that the prevailing weather pattern
has a key effect on the relationship between
the variables, and it is possible that lagged
wind speed variables
convey some
information about the current weather pattern,
as the time-evolution of wind speed is
determined by the pattern. Certainly, an
examination of the correllelogram demonstrates
that there is a significant time-based structure
to the errors made all the mo dels we have
investigated, and this indicates that key factors
are not captured within the available data.
The improvement in performance when using
time lagged variables presents a difficult
decision regarding deployment of the
technique. To apply the model with time lagged
variables for prediction of typical wind speeds
throughout a historical period, we need to

Summary and conclusions
We have carried out a number of experiments
into the use of neural networks for long term
energy prediction of wind direction and speed
data collected from potential wind farm sites.
These
data
are
then
used
with
contemporaneous data collected at a reference
to optimise a predictive model, and further
target data is inferred using a his torical model.
We have modified the standard MCP (measure
correlate predict) algorithm, and have created
out own version using a linear neural network,
creating a neural network version. Multi-layer
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perceptrons trained using a combination of
back-propagation (very short burst) followed
by extensive Quasi-Newton training produce
the best results. Time-lagged wind speed
inputs further improve performance, indicating
that key structural information about prevailing
weather patterns is missed. Nevertheless, our
experiments indicate that neural networks do
offer models of improved accuracy in this
problem domain.
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